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‘Every year is different!’



Logbook challenges:
• Who?
• How to contact?
• Can I read their writing?
• Can I recognize their writing?

LOGBOOKS



Harvest significant records 
from other publications.
(Here, the LFS Annual Report which 
includes records from MARINElife
observations.)



Newspapers and other media



Seasonal variables: cuttlefish eggs on 9 April 2017 – much earlier than usual

Observant observers (especially those with cameras)



Blogs. Here: https://cornishrockpools.com/blog/ (Heather Buttivant)



Twitter
(copied from Facebook link)



Records from verified and 
standardised recording 
schemes, e.g. iRecord, iSpot

(Indicia is a toolkit that 
simplifies the development 
of recording websites by 
providing ready-made 
components required to 
build online recording 
websites.)





Interrogate NBN records on the NBN Atlas – this one is 
‘rare’ ‘marine’ species in ‘2017’
Trouble is: records not getting through in reasonable time, some organisations withhold 
records,  the ‘touchstone’ list of nationally rare and scarce species is from 1996!



Marine natural history 
groups on Facebook:

• UK Cephalopod reports
• Porcupine MNHS
• Marine Life News 

(Glaucus)
• Seasearch

identifications
• IoS Wildlife Trust
• Lundy Marine Sightings
• Crustacea of the NE 

Atlantic and NW 
Europe

• British Marine Mollusca
• Seasearch Cornwall 
• Shoresearch Cornwall

There are more!



‘Hidden treasure’: 
significant 
observations in 
posts by divers and 
rockpoolers



Providing context
‘Return’ of crawfish to extinction sites in south-west Britain. 

2014 onwards.

Interviewing 1960s crawfish divers at Newlyn on 21 
December 2018

11 April 2015



Ensuring that casual and systematic observations 
contribute to the ‘big picture’
Improving how it used to be done and should be done now (ongoing work):

www.mba.ac.uk/pmf

http://www.mba.ac.uk/pmf


‘Mega’ problem (to my mind):
There is no ‘place’ to record ‘events’ and ‘trends’ for particular species.

For instance:
• When reproduction of a species occurs;
• Seasonal change (occurrence, abundance, condition etc. 

of species);
• Persistence of a species;
• Unusual abundances;
• Unusual mortalities;
• Disease events.



www.cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk/seaquest

Revealing trends (where 
casual observations 
contribute)



How should it be done now?

Contribute your records to the 
SWME annual meeting and report

Enter your record to a scheme that contributes to the 
National Biodiversity Network. For instance:


